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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Decision making is a selection between different possibilities in a specific situation,
the choice of aims and means for their achieving. It is everyday experience of all
living creatures to achieve their ultimate aim to stay alive.

Majority of all decisions is made subconsciously. Even in case of self-conscious
human beings. Walking in the straight direction or "automatic" car driving are typical
examples. Different case is conscious decision making such as selecting the best mort-
gage or choosing lunch menu. It often works well, mainly for bounded and clearly
defined problems, but it equally often leads to biased decisions. Dining is a good ex-
ample. We choose some meal because we just feel like having it. However, this is not
as simple as it sounds. For instance, our taste is driven by the lack of some minerals
or vitamins. Alternatively, we could having been misled by adverts to choose an un-
healthy dish. Such a motivation is hidden behind the scene, deformed and served as
a clear, conscious but fake aim. That is the way unconscious decision making works.
It acts exactly like a "gray eminence" in our lives that is very problematic to handle.
But not only to blemish it, unconsciousness is also the breeding ground for a very
smart decision-making capability , i.e., the intuition, see [1].

Human decision making is always a mixed pack containing these three ingre-
dients, therefore it can fail easily. Decision-making theory was developed to help
avoiding these failures and, moreover, to extend the set of decision-making problems.

The main focus of this thesis is to develop approximation tool in the context of a
fully probabilistic approach to decision making theory. It allows enlarging the class
of computationally feasible problems.

1.2 Aims

The aim of this work is to cope with principal problems within the decision making
theory. We try to use the advantage of connecting two quite new scientific approaches.
To be specific, we search for some feasible approximation of the fully probabilistic
control design (thereinafter "FPD").

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

The first piece of a puzzle is an approximative tool called High Dimensional Model
Representations (thereinafter "HDMR") stimulated by applications in chemistry, see
[10]. It decomposes multidimensional function g(x1, . . . , xm) in a following manner

g(x1, . . . , xm) ≈ g̃(x1, . . . , xm) ≡ g̃0 +
m

∑
i=1

g̃i(xi) +
m

∑
i=1

i−1

∑
j=1

g̃ij(xi, xj)

We would like to adapt this technique to our needs.
Next we formulate decision making problem in terms of FPD, see [2]. The idea is

to find some linear approximation of its central equations which would match well the
HDMR technique. FPD is likely to permit such an approximation since its optimality
condition does not contain a highly non-linear operator of minimization (which is
usual in classical approaches).

Connecting both these results we should have viable technique for approximative
decision making. Then we propose detailed instruction how to employ it in real
applications. One toy example would be completely resolved.

1.3 Layout

This work consists of three main parts. The second chapter deals with current state of
the art in the decision making theory. Classical results are summarized together with
their classical troubles. They inspired us to use the FPD as an alternative design. Il-
lustrative example of an unknown coin tossing is used throughout the whole chapter
to depict the detailed application of decision making theory. Besides, the technique of
High Dimensional Model Representation is introduced due to its promising proper-
ties in our context. All the tools introduced in this chapter are just preparatory steps
for the next chapter.

The third chapter contains the central part of this work and consists mainly of
author’s contribution. It composes all the pieces collected in the previous chapter
and proposes new approximative technique for optimal decision making. Firstly, we
extend HDMR to fit our requirements. Then we find equations for both upper and
lower bounds on central quantity of the FPD. As those equations are linear integral
equations, we present a general method for their approximative solution based on
HDMR.

In the fourth chapter, we solve the problem of an unknown coin tossing using
the brand new approximation technique. Comments on the problems arisen in the
context of implementation are included.



Chapter 2

Problem Background

This chapter prepares the background for the approximation method developed lately.
At first we acquaint ourselves with our toy problem which is convenient to depict
backgrounds of this work. We also build some notation convention here. To formu-
late our toy problem properly it is necessary to introduce the roots of decision making
theory described in Section 2.1. In the next section, Section 2.2, we speak shortly about
stochastic dynamic programming to indicate the problems connected with this classi-
cal approach. Some are well resolved by incorporating Bayesian estimation technique,
see Section 2.3, and also by introducing sufficient statistic in Section 2.4. Herein, we
also illustrate these methods on our toy problem. But the hardest difficulties still
remain, namely the problem of rapidly growing state space and closely related enor-
mous computational complexity. High dimensional model representation technique
described in Section 2.5 promises to cope with both these inconveniences. But it does
not mesh together with the classical stochastic dynamic programming. Therefore, we
introduce a different design called fully probabilistic design, see the last Section 2.6.
At its very end, we reformulate the unknown coin tossing problem in terms of this
design.

Toy Problem

Our toy problem is one of the simplest control problems, the problem of an unknown
coin tossing. We play hazard game with a (two-sided) coin. Only one side is the
winning one as it is usual in such games. What is more, this coin is unfair and
we do not know the pay-off probability of any side. We do not even know if the
result of tossing depends on the starting orientation of the coin. Our only but crucial
knowledge is that the pay-off probabilities are fixed, i.e., we still play with the same
coin. The only question remains: how to find the best strategy to pick the upper coin
side?

Even though it could be formulated so easily, it is a real teaser for longer game
horizon as one must still balance exploration and exploitation. Winning in the first
turn does not mean you should play still this coin side as you would miss an oppor-
tunity to learn pay-off probability of the opposite coin side.

3



CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM BACKGROUND 4

General Conventions

Throughout this work we follow these general conventions:

x∗ denotes the range of x, x ∈ x∗.

x̊ denotes the finite cardinality of the countable set x∗.

f is the letter reserved for probability density functions (pdfs), its meaning is given
through the name of its arguments. The same letter is used for conditioned
probability densities, arguments in condition are separated by ’|’ in an argu-
ment list. For shorter notation, we speak about pdf even in case of Dirac’s "delta
function" δ, i.e., probability located fully on the point (specified by parameters
of δ). This could be formalized easily by the use of measure theory.

dom(g) is the domain of a function g.

≡ means the equality by definition.

xt is a quantity x at the discrete time instant labelled by t ∈ t∗ ≡ {1, . . . , t̊}.

x(t) ≡ {xt, . . . , x1} is the sequence of values from the initial time moment till time
instance t.

2.1 Decision Making Theory

Basic question in the decision-making theory reads: how to control (an unknown)
dynamical system to achieve our aims? It is a very general question, and so this
theory could be used in a wide spectrum of problems (prediction of an individual op-
timal amount of drug, traffic lights regulation, heavy industry etc.). Some exemplary
applications are in [9].

Dynamical system (thereinafter "system") is a part of environment which could
be observed or even influenced by a decision maker. In this work, we consider only
problems controlled up to a finite control horizon t̊ < ∞. This choice is not of much
importance since the relation to systems with infinite control horizon is well devel-
oped and even the bottlenecks of both approaches are very similar.

Consider the schema in figure (2.1). When speaking about the data observed at
time instance t we use notation yt ∈ y∗t and analogously for our decisions (actions)
we use at ∈ a∗t . Our aim is to find optimal strategy, which is mapping of our actual
experience d(t− 1) ≡ {yt−1, at−1, . . . , y1, a1} into the optimal choice of the next action
at.

To find such a strategy we must know at least something about controlled sys-
tem. It could be a completely unknown black box, then it is necessary to dynamically
estimate its outer model, i.e., a following collection of pdfs { f (yt|at, d(t− 1))}t∈t∗ .
Again, we little simplify our task and assume the knowledge of parametric system
model. It is the following collection of pdfs { f (yt|at, d(t− 1), Θ}t∈t∗ parameterized
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DESIGNER USER

external influence

SYSTEM: a World part of interest that includes sensors and actuators

STRATEGY: mapping of non −decreasing experience on actions

DESIGN: off−line or on −line transformation of experience, aims and
constraints to strategy and system model taken from a set indexed
by internal quantities

theory, algorithms, software
and designer experience

aims, constraints and expert
(application domain) knowledge

algorithm

observed data actions = decisions

communication leading to
acceptable feasible design

Figure 2.1: Decision making schema taken from [2]

by Θ. This symbol stands for internal (unknown) quantities modeled as random vari-
able, i.e., described by conditioned probability density functions { f (Θ|d(t− 1))}t∈t∗ .
We have also some prior estimate of Θ described by an unconditioned pdf f (Θ). We
can improve our knowledge of the internal quantities Θ only by interaction with sys-
tem, i.e., only through observable data (output) and our actions (input). In spite of
this uncertainty we must choose some action at the very moment.
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Formalization of the Toy Problem

Consider the unknown coin tossing game for a finite control horizon of t̊ steps. Using
previous notation yt represents the observed value (upper side of the coin when it has
landed) for each time step and at our action (selected coin side before tossing). As
the game rules are fixed and even the coin itself is rigid, the domain of system input
and/or output is still the same. For all t ∈ t∗, we have at ∈ a∗t = a∗ = {0, 1} and
similarly yt ∈ y∗t = y∗ = {0, 1}, where ’0’ stands for the "Tails" side of the coin and ’1’
for the "Heads" side.

To find a model of the coin game is quite a trivial task. Firstly, the expected side
of the coin does not depend on the previous game history

f (yt|at, d(t− 1), Θ) = f (yt|at, Θ)

Next simplification arises from the fact that system model itself should not depend
on the actual time step t ∈ t∗. Instead of collection { f (yt|at, Θ )}t∈t∗ it suffice to care
about the only probability density function f (y|a, Θ). Moreover, as a∗ = y∗ = {0, 1}
we can identify the unknown parameter Θ with four dimensional real vector Θ ≡
(Θ0|0, Θ0|1, Θ1|0, Θ1|1) and write

f (y|a, Θ) = Θy|a (2.1)

To make this function a valid probability density function we have to put some
constraints on the introduced unknown parameters Θy|a. For all y ∈ y∗ and a ∈ a∗, it
necessarily holds Θy|a ≥ 0 and besides the following normalization constraints have
to be satisfied

Θ1|0 + Θ0|0 = Θ0|1 + Θ1|1 = 1 (2.2)

2.2 Stochastic Dynamic Programming

In fact, the classical approach developed here is a little detour in this work. All we
want is to illustrate principal problems which are to be solved in the next chapter.
Detailed lecture is to be found in [5], for example.

First thing to do is to specify the aims we want to achieve by controlling the system.
The idea of loss function is promising. We assign loss value to each possible system
trajectory d(t̊) respecting just one rule: the more suitable some trajectory is, the lower
loss value it has. In other words we define real function Z(d(t̊)) which is called
loss function. Often, there is introduced slightly less general concept of additive loss
function. It is the case when losses accumulate as time goes on

Z(d(t̊)) =
t̊

∑
t=1

z (at, yt) where z(a, y) ≥ 0

Introducing the symbol E [ x|y ] for the expected value of x conditioned by y

E [ x|y ] ≡
∫

x∗
x f (x|y) dx
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we can write the Bellman theorem: A strategy consisting of actions at, which mini-
mizes

Vt−1(d(t− 1)) = min
a∗t

E [ z(yt, at) + Vt (yt, at, d(t− 1)) |at, d(t− 1) ] (2.3)

at all times t ∈ t∗ minimizes the overall loss Z(d(t̊)).
This is the famous Bellman equation, basic equation of (stochastic) dynamic pro-

gramming, which is a discrete-time analogy of Hamilton-Jacobi equation known from
theoretical mechanics. The essential problem is to evaluate Bellman function V(·) (or
sometimes "lost to go" function). Its exact recursive calculation is computationally
infeasible in the majority of practical applications. Even the solution of the unknown
coin tossing problem is manageable only for a few tens of trials. What is more,
dom(V) is a space of all possible system trajectories, and so its exact representation
(i.e. typically table of values) grows rapidly with increasing control horizon t̊. Some
smart approximation is necessary.

2.3 Bayesian Estimation

For computation of the expected value in (2.3), we need the outer system model, i.e., the
following collection of probability densities { f (yt|at, d(t − 1))}t∈t∗ . Each of them can
be expressed using the chain rule and marginalization rules, see [2]. We get an inte-
gral of a product of two densities

f (yt|at, d(t− 1)) =
∫

Θ∗
f (yt|at, d(t− 1), Θ) f (Θ|at, d(t− 1)) dΘ (2.4)

The first one is the parametric system model pdf defined in (2.1) and the second is
pdf corresponding to an estimate of unknown parameter Θ. It can be computed via
Bayesian estimation.

In Bayesian view, uncertainty means randomness. And so any uncertain param-
eter is modeled as random variable. By definition, the time invariant internal pa-
rameters Θ are never observed directly. Despite of this we need to get their estimates
{ f (Θ|at, d(t− 1))}t∈t∗ from the only knowledge we have: prior information expressed
by f (Θ) and the system past trajectory d(t− 1).

At this moment it is necessary to accept "natural conditions of control", see [7].
They postulate for all t ∈ t∗

f (Θ|at, d(t− 1)) ≡ f (Θ|d(t− 1))

These conditions hold when the observer is also the decision maker. Clearly, in that
case the result of decision at can not bring any additional information about Θ. These
conditions are satisfied in the majority of practical problems.

Then, Bayesian parameter estimation technique give us the following recursion
formulae describing the evolution of the pdf f (Θ|d(t− 1)) starting from the prior pdf
f (Θ) ≡ f (Θ|d(0))
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f (Θ|d(t− 1)) =
f (yt|at, d(t− 1), Θ) f (Θ|d(t− 1))

f (yt|at, d(t− 1))
The simplicity of the estimation formula allows us to write down its non-recursive
batch variant. But just before doing it, we found reasonable to introduce the likelihood
function

L(Θ, d(t)) ≡ ∏
τ≤t

f (yτ|aτ, d(τ − 1), Θ), L(Θ) ≡ 1 (2.5)

The non-recursive batch variant of the estimation formulae then reads

f (Θ|d(t)) =
L(Θ, d(t)) f (Θ)∫

Θ∗
L(Θ, d(t)) f (Θ) dΘ

(2.6)

All these statements are derived and commented in [7].
The data inserted into the parametric model correct gradually the subjectively

chosen prior pdf f (Θ). The posterior pdf f (Θ|d(t)) reflects always both objective and
subjective information pieces, whereas the relative contribution of the single subjective
factor f (Θ) to the posterior pdf is decreasing with increasing t.

Estimation of the Toy Problem Parameters

First things first – therefore we open this section with a short discussion about f (Θ), i.e., the
prior estimate of uncertain parameters. For computational simplicity we expect it
matches this rather general form

f (Θ) ≡ f (Θ1|0, Θ0|0, Θ0|1, Θ1|1) =
1

I(p) ∏
y∈y∗

∏
a∈a∗

(
Θy|a

)py|a−1
(2.7)

This pdf is known as Dirichlets pdf. It is fully defined by real vector

p ≡ (p0|0, p0|1, p1|0, p1|1)

where all the entries py|a are positive. In fact we should write f (Θ|p) to be more
precise, but it is conventionally omitted and we join this convention. Considering the
constraints (2.2) previously put on Θ the normalization factor I(p) reads

I(x) =
Γ(x0|0) Γ(x1|0)
Γ(x0|0 + x1|0)

Γ(x0|1) Γ(x1|1)
Γ(x0|1 + x1|1)

(2.8)

Γ(y) ≡
∫ ∞

0
zy−1exp(−z) dz

The estimation formulae (2.6) for the toy problem system model (2.1) lead to the
required estimate of uncertain parameters Θ. We start with the likelihood function.

L(Θ, d(t)) ≡ ∏
τ≤t

f (yτ|aτ, d(τ − 1), Θ) = ∏
τ≤t

Θyτ |aτ
= ∏

y∈y∗
∏
a∈a∗

(
Θy|a

)nt
y|a
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We used the following abbreviation there

δj,k ≡ 1 if j = k (2.9)
δj,k ≡ 0 otherwise

nt
y|a ≡

t

∑
i=1

δyi,y δai,a (2.10)

These sums are considered as entries of four dimensional vector nt which is of high
importance in the next Section 2.4.

Synthesize this likelihood function with the prior (2.7) in the manner of (2.6) and
recognizing already known form of the Dirichlet pdf we conclude

f (Θ|d(t)) = f (Θ|nt) ≡
1

I(nt + p) ∏
y∈y∗

∏
a∈a∗

(
Θy|a

)nt
y|a+py|a−1

(2.11)

The addition of the prior knowledge parameter p with some value of statistic nτ

should be always understood as component-wise vector addition.

2.4 Sufficient Statistic

In this chapter, we recall the concept of a sufficient statistic. When operating with a
large amount of data, it is necessary to compress them into a set of smaller dimension.

σt ≡ σ(d(t))
Such mapping is called a statistic. Next, we consider some random variable x. It is
said a statistic is sufficient for x whenever it holds f (x|d(t)) = f (x|σt). Then, we as-
sume σ∗t is common for all t ∈ t∗, i.e., σ∗t ≡ σ∗. To make this compression meaningful
for growing t, it is necessary to be able to update statistic values recursively, otherwise
we would not reach the compression aim to avoid the need to remember the whole
data trajectory d(t). We postulate the existence of the mapping Σ defined as follows

σt ≡ σ(d(t)) = Σ(yt, at, σt−1) (2.12)

Looking at the system model decomposition (2.4) the necessity of two, possibly
different, sufficient statistic is obvious. The first ψt ≡ ψ(d(t)) for the parametric
system model and the other φt ≡ φ(d(t)) for the estimation of unknown parameter.
Their relationship could be of any kind, the best is evidently their coincidence. But the
most important is the question of their bare existence. Neither of these statistics need
exist in general, but here we operate with the opposite case. Therefore the previous
formulae (2.4) undergo just a minor change in the notation

f (yt|at, ψt−1, φt−1) =
∫

Θ∗
f (yt|at, ψt−1, Θ) f (Θ|at, φt−1) dΘ (2.13)

But the conceptual progress behind is considerable, both dimension compression and
problem domain stabilization are crucial steps towards the addressed problem solu-
tion.
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Toy Problem Statistic

To find sufficient statistic for the coin example is a kind of nursery school problem.
In fact, we are finished already. Parametric system model (2.1) clearly does with the
action at, and the sufficient statistic for the estimation (2.6) we came across before. It
is the vector nt filled with entries (2.10). This fact is obvious as f (Θ|nt) = f (Θ|d(t)),
see (2.11).

Now we hold all the components necessary to compose the outer system model,
see (2.13). After a few calculations and by reusing the Dirichlets normalization factor
(2.8) we get

f (yt|at, nt−1) =
I(nt + p)
I(nt−1 + p)

=
nt−1

yt|at
+ pyt|at

nt−1
0|at

+ p0|at + nt−1
1|at

+ p1|at

(2.14)

Next we examine n∗t ≡ n∗, i.e., the fixed range of nt considered as a function of
d(t). A repeated look into the definition of each component nt

y|a helps again. For any

a, y ∈ {0, 1} we see n0
y|a ≡ 0. Then the limited number of game turns implies the upper

bound on each component nt̊
y|a ≤ t̊. And the last evidence, in each game turn there

must occur exactly one of four possibilities, therefore nt
0|0 + nt

0|1 + nt
1|0 + nt

1|1 = t ≤ t̊.
We receive the following shape of domain

n∗ =
{
(n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, n1|1) ∈ {0, . . . , t̊}4| n0|0 + n0|1 + n1|0 + n1|1 ≤ t̊

}
(2.15)

2.5 High Dimensional Model Representations

High dimensional model representation (HDMR) is a general approximative tool orig-
inated in chemistry. In its background there stands this simple observation: only low-
order correlations amongst the model input variables have a significant impact upon
the outputs. Such a presumption allows expressing single multidimensional map-
ping as a sum of many low dimensional mappings. The general form of the resulting
expansion reads

g(x) ≈ g̃(x) ≡ g̃(x1, x2, . . . , xm) = g̃0 +
m

∑
i=1

g̃i(xi) +
m

∑
i=1

i−1

∑
j=1

g̃ij(xi, xj) + . . . (2.16)

Here zero order component g̃0 denotes constant scalar value over the domain of g(x);
the first order component g̃i(xi) describes an independent effect of the each variable
xi; the second order component g̃ij(xi, xj) represents the joint effect of the variables xi
and xj and so on. Considering m-th order expansion we get exact representation of
the original mapping (as the last component is g̃12...m(x1, x2, ..., xm)). Therefore HDMR
expansion is always of a finite order. Experience shows that even low order case often
provides sufficient description of g(x).
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Such a function approximation (representation) yields two main advantages. The
first is data reduction. The memory space necessary for all values of the original
function g(x) grows exponentially with the dimension m, whereas the size growth of
decomposition components is just polynomial in m. This property helps us to cope
with high dimensional problems of real world. The second advantage is reduction
of computational complexity. In general, it allows us to split high-dimensional linear
problem into several low-dimensional subproblems. For instance, it could reduce
integration over high dimensional domain into sum of low dimensional integrations.

There are many ways how to construct decomposition like (2.16). As we want to
obtain the optimal collection of the decomposition components gijk..., we must formal-
ize their desired properties.

Foundations

For a fixed space dimension m ∈ N+ and for all i ∈ m∗ ≡ {1..m} let Xi be a compact
subset of R and

X ≡ ∏
i∈m∗

Xi (2.17)

Next, we assume input-output mapping represented by a real scalar function g(x) ≡
g(x1, ..., xm) defined on this domain, dom(g) = X. Considering a non-negative bounded
weight function $(x), dom($) = X we focus only on functions form Hilbert space
L2

$(X) endowed with scalar product

〈g, h〉 ≡
∫

X
g(x) h(x) $(x) dx

and norm ‖g‖2 ≡ 〈g, g〉 inducted by this product.
Our aim is to minimize the approximation error in this norm. Such a design allows

us to stress more important regions in X by selecting an appropriate weight function,
which forces the resulting decomposition to be more accurate here.

To articulate this minimization task better it is necessary to get rid of the ellipsis
". . ." in (2.16). Using the symbol (m∗

k ) ≡ {µ ⊂ m∗, |µ| = k} for a set of all subsets of
m∗ containing precisely k elements we define

Λn ≡
(

m∗

0

)
∪
(

m∗

1

)
∪ . . . ∪

(
m∗

n

)
=

n⋃
j=0

(
m∗

j

)

It is a set of all subsets of m∗ containing maximum n elements. Then we index the
decomposition components by β ∈ Λn and rewrite formula for n-th order expansion
(2.16) in this way

g(x) ≈ g̃(x) = ∑
β∈Λn

g̃β(xβ) (2.18)

The symbol xβ is defined for some β ⊂ α ⊂ m∗, as a selection of the entries of
xα, i.e., xβ ≡ {xi}i∈β. We use a convention of omitting full subindex m∗, x ≡ xm∗ .
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Defining related spaces Xβ ≡ ∏i∈β Xi our approximation task corresponds to the

problem of finding the optimal components
{

g̃β ∈ L2
$(Xβ)

}
β∈Λn

minimizing

ε2
g ≡ ‖g(x)− g̃(x)‖2 =

∥∥∥∥∥g(x)− ∑
β∈Λn

g̃β(xβ)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(2.19)

To be absolutely precise, we have to search for components g̃β ∈ L2
$β

(Xβ) where $β

is a weigh function marginalization on Xβ. By the limitation of $(x) and compactness
of each Xi we get L2

$β
(Xβ) = L2

$(Xβ) and therefore we do not distinguish these spaces
in what follows.

There is one important class of HDMR decompositions, which is very comfortable
to use. It is the case of separable weight function $(x) ≡ ∏n

i=1 $i(xi). We denote the
set of indices complementary to α ∈ m∗ in this manner αc ≡ m∗ \ α and introduce
an abbreviation dxβ ≡ ∏i∈β dxi. Then, all HDMR components are generated in the
inductive manner

g̃β(xβ) ≡

∫
Xβc

g(x) $(x) dxβc∫
Xβc

$(x) dxβc
− ∑

α(β
α∈Λn

g̃α(xα) (2.20)

They are all mutually orthogonal, i.e., β 6= α implies 〈g̃β, g̃α〉 = 0, see [10]. Their
inductive nature allows us to decrease approximation error by simply adding a higher
order component into the existing decomposition. Besides, all the components have
clear statistical meaning. We could interpret them as generalized correlations.

Unfortunately, this is not our case. In this work we have to use general non-
separable weight function $(x) because of the shape of the toy problem domain (2.15).
Including any unnecessary point would distance us from achieving the best possible
decomposition.

Using a non-separable weight function violates mutual orthogonality of HDMR
components computed according (2.20), see [6]. But it is in fact their crucial property.
Not only we would lost the uniqueness of decomposition but also its optimality. In
[12], there is an attempt to fix appointed problem but it still requires a special form
of the weight function $(x). Therefore, we found the approach based on (2.20) to be
excessively restrictive to our purposes. We have to extend this technique to minimize
the decomposition error (2.19) for a general weight function. It is done in the third
chapter.

2.6 Fully Probabilistic Design

In the previous section, we introduced the HDMR tool, which is capable to cope
with the principal problems within the decision making theory. It is based on linear
equations describing the resulting optimal decomposition, see (2.20) for instance. The
classical design, described by the Bellman equation (2.3), is highly nonlinear due to
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the operator of minimization. That is why the more suitable design is introduced
here.

The basic idea of fully probabilistic design is to express loss function fully in prob-
abilistic terms, i.e., to define desired probability densities of user actions at and ob-
servable output values yt. Both are called ideal probability density function or briefly
ideal pdf. Next, we search for the nearest admissible randomized strategy which is,
again, some pdf. On that account, we need to measure the distance of two pdfs.

So called Kullback-Leibler divergence [4] is widely used in this context. Let f , g be
a pair of pdfs acting on a common set. Then, the Kullback-Leibler divergence D( f ||g)
is defined by the formula

D( f ||g) ≡
∫

f (x) log
(

f (x)
g(x)

)
dx (2.21)

The joint pdf f (yt, at, ..., y1, a1) is fully describing all observable values for any
t ∈ t∗. This pdf can be factorized by a repetitive use of the chain rule

f (yt, at, ..., y1, a1) =
t

∏
τ=1

f (yτ|aτ, d(τ − 1)) f (aτ|d(τ − 1))

There, the first factors { f (yτ|aτ, d(τ − 1))}τ∈t∗ describe possible reactions of the sys-
tem on the decision aτ under the experience d(τ− 1). Similarly, the pdfs { f (aτ|d(τ − 1))}τ∈t∗
represent a probabilistic model of the randomized decision strategy to be chosen.

Next, we analogously factorize the desired ideal pdf consisting of "ideal system"
pdf and "ideal strategy" pdf

bI f (yt, at, d(t− 1)) =
t

∏
τ=1

bI f (yτ|aτ, d(τ − 1)) bI f (aτ|d(τ − 1)) (2.22)

At the moment, the fully probabilistic design can be formulated. The optimal,
possibly randomized, decision strategy is defined as a minimizer of D

(
f || bI f

)
. In

[2, 3], we find the explicit formula for optimal strategy

f (at|d(t− 1)) = bI f (at|d(t− 1))
exp[−ωγ(at, d(t− 1))]

γ(d(t− 1))
(2.23)

where γ(d(t− 1)) is just a normalization factor

γ(d(t− 1)) ≡
∫

exp[−ωγ(at, d(t− 1))] bI f (at|d(t− 1)) dat, γ(d(t̊)) ≡ 1 (2.24)

Function ωγ(at, d(t− 1)) is determined by the following integral equation

ωγ(at, d(t− 1)) = ω(at, d(t− 1))−
∫

f (yt|at, d(t− 1)) log(γ(yt, at, d(t− 1))) dyt

(2.25)
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where ω(at, d(t− 1)) is defined this way

ω(at, d(t− 1)) ≡
∫

f (yt|at, d(t− 1)) log
(

f (yt|at, d(t− 1))
bI f (yt|at, d(t− 1))

)
dyt

The solution is performed against the time course, starting at t = t̊. In the next
chapter, we approximate the pair of coupled integral equations (2.24), (2.25) using
an improvement of HDMR called HDMR2 technique. Optimal strategy f (at|d(t− 1))
then arises from the knowledge of ωγ using equation (2.23).

This design is not widely used. Therefore, we present here a sketch of proof of its
optimality conditions. Two properties of the KL divergence (2.21) are fundamental in
what follows. For two pdfs f , g, it holds D( f ||g) ≥ 0 and D( f ||g) = 0 if and only if
f = g (a.e.). We take them from [2] altogether with the following proof.

With the chain rule, the KL divergence gets the form

D
(

f || bI f
)

= E
{

∑
t∈t∗

∫
f (at|d(t− 1))

[
log
(

f (at|d(t− 1))
bI f (at|d(t− 1))

)
+ ω(at, d(t− 1))

]
dat

}

where ω(at, d(t− 1)) ≡
∫

f (yt|at, d(t− 1))log
(

f (yt|at,d(t−1))
bI f (yt|at,d(t−1))

)
dyt. Let us denote

−log(γ(d(t))) ≡ min
{ f (aτ+1|d(τ))}t̊

τ=t
E
{

t̊

∑
τ=t+1

∫
f (aτ|d(τ − 1))

×
[

log
(

f (aτ|d(τ − 1))
bI f (aτ|d(τ − 1))

)
+ ω(aτ, d(τ − 1))

]
daτ

∣∣∣∣ d(t)
}

Then, this definition implies that γ(d(t̊)) = 1 and

−log(γ(d(t))) ≡ min
f (at+1|d(t))

∫
f (at+1|d(t))

[
log
(

f (at+1|d(t))
bI f (at+1|d(t))

)
+ ωγ(at+1, d(t))

]
dat+1

ωγ(at+1, d(t)) ≡
∫

f (yt+1|at+1, d(t))log
(

f (yt+1|at+1, d(t))
γ(d(t + 1)) bI f (yt+1|at+1, d(t))

)
dyt+1

It gives

−log(γ(d(t))) ≡ min
f (at+1|d(t))

∫
f (at+1|d(t)) log

 f (at+1|d(t))
bI f (at+1|d(t))exp[−ωγ(at+1,d(t))]∫ bI f (ãt+1|d(t))exp[−ωγ(ãt+1,d(t))] dãt+1

 dat+1

−log
(∫

bI f (at+1|d(t))exp [−ωγ(at+1, d(t))] dat+1

)
The first term in the above identity is the KL divergence that reaches its smallest zero
value for the claimed pdf. It also defines the form of the minima reached.
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Toy Problem Fully Probabilistic Reformulation

Now we must express our aims in terms of ideal pdfs. A little modification of game
rules is necessary. We are lazy players, as usual, and therefore we prefer not to turn
coin between subsequent game turns. If the coin lands on Tails, for instance, we will
ignore it and toss again if the expected gain of coin turning is low. Both

bI f (at|d(t− 1)) and bI f (yt|at, d(t− 1))

are defined over two point discrete set, therefore each of them is characterized by one
scalar constant.

Ideal system model expresses our aim of achieving just one, winning side of the
coin (let us say, it is the side denoted by ’0’). This pdf is parameterized by ε ∈ (0, 1)

bI f (yt|at, d(t− 1)) ≡ bI f (yt) = ε δyt,1 + (1− ε) δyt,0

Newly introduced parameter ε is small but nonzero, as the support of bI f must coin-
cide with set of observable values y∗.

Ideal strategy bI f (at|d(t − 1)) expresses our "laziness" which is parameterized by
τ ∈ (−1, 1)

bI f (at|d(t− 1)) ≡ bI f (at|yt−1) =
1− τ

2
+ τ δat,yt−1

For positive τ it penalizes turning of the coin, τ = 0 means we are indifferent to coin-
turning and negative value of τ express even our positive fixation on coin-turning.



Chapter 3

Fully Probabilistic Design
Approximation

Using the fully probabilistic design, we can not apply classical techniques for approx-
imative dynamic programming, collected for instance in [8]. We face there a system
of nonlinear integral equations without any minimization. This chapter contains de-
scription of an approximative method well-fitting to this design. In the first section,
Section 3.1, we find equations describing both lower and upper bound on the central
quantity of FPD. What is more, both these equations are linear integral equations and
therefore they considerably reduce the computational demands. Their linearity also
allows us to use the HDMR approximation. We refine this instrument substantially in
Section 3.2, a "HDMR revisited" (HDMR2) technique manages a non-separable weight
function. The importance of this step becomes apparent in the fourth chapter. On the
other hand, we pay for this innovation since HDMR2 is generated by the solution
of a large linear system. Fortunately, this price is low in the context of linear inte-
gral equations, see Section 3.3. Here, we propose a general tool for their HDMR2

based approximative solution. This technique is accurate to solve both FPD estimates
mentioned above. The last section, Section 3.4, helps transform knotty mathematical
equations into the mere linear system of algebraic equations.

3.1 Bounds on ωγ

At the beginning, we introduce sufficient statistic and rewrite our central equations
(2.24) and (2.25) in the same way as in (2.13) with a few innovations.

For simpler notation, we assume both statistic from (2.13) are exactly the same,
φt ≡ ψt. Next, it is quite natural to require our statistic to include time coordinate
t explicitly. We detach it and instead of φt we use a pair [φ, t] serving as sufficient
statistic. For the recursive statistic updating, we use Φ defined as follows

Φ(yt, at, φ) ≡ φ̃ whenever [φ, t− 1] = φt−1 and [φ̃, t] = φt (3.1)

This is slightly less general then similar property of sufficient statistic postulated in
(2.12). The function Φ could in general depend also on t, but here we restrict ourselves

16
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to time invariant Φ. The only intention behind is not to have too complicated notation
here.

We assume this statistic is also sufficient for the ideal system model
bI f (yt|at, d(t− 1)) ≡ bI f (y|a, φ, t− 1)

and "almost sufficient" for the ideal strategy pdf
bI f (at|d(t− 1)) ≡ bI f (at|yt−1, φ, t− 1)

The explicit appearance of the term yt−1 in condition allows us to use slightly more
detailed formulae well-suiting to our toy problem.

Such a changed statistic allows us not to write time subindex behind other quan-
tities as at or yt. Central equations of the fully probabilistic design then read

ω(a, φ, t) ≡
∫

f (y|a, φ, t) log
(

f (y|a, φ, t)
bI f (y|a, φ, t)

)
dy (3.2)

ωγ(a, φ, t) = ω(a, φ, t)−
∫

log(γ(y, Φ(y, a, φ), t + 1)) f (y|a, φ, t) dy (3.3)

γ(y, φ, t) =
∫

exp(−ωγ(a, φ, t)) bI f (a|y, φ, t) da (3.4)

γ(y, φ, t̊ + 1) ≡ 1 (3.5)

Upper bound on ωγ

Firstly, we have to linearize equations (3.2) and (3.3) apply HDMR2 decomposition
efficiently. The use of the Jensen inequality is promising. For convex function exp(·),
probabilistic measure µ(x) and any integrable function h(x) it reads∫

exp(h(x))dµ(x) ≥ exp
(∫

h(x)dµ(x)
)

(3.6)

There are two possible applications of this inequality. The first one gives us lower
bound on log(γ(y, φ, t)) defined by (3.4)

log
(∫

exp(−ωγ(a, φ, t)) bI f (a|y, φ, t) da
)
≥ −

∫
ωγ(a, φ, t) bI f (a|y, φ, t) da

and so the exact equation (3.3) transforms this way (with an economical convention
Φ ≡ Φ(y, a, φ))

ωγ(a, φ, t) ≤ ω(a, φ, t) +
∫

ωγ(ã, Φ, t + 1) bI f (ã|y, Φ, t + 1) f (y|a, φ, t) dã dy

Considering only the equality part of the above formula, we get the equation for the
upper bound ωγ

ωγ(a, φ, t) = ω(a, φ, t) +
∫

ωγ(ã, Φ, t + 1) bI f (ã|y, Φ, t + 1) f (y|a, φ, t) dã dy (3.7)

It is a linear integral equation and its solution fulfills ωγ ≥ ωγ provided the boundary
condition implied by (3.5) is respected

ωγ(a, φ, t̊) ≡ ω(a, φ, t̊) (3.8)
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Lower bound on ωγ

At the beginning, we multiply equation (3.3) by -1 and then apply the exponential
function on both sides. Introducing definition of functions Ω(·) ≡ exp(−ω(·)) and
Ωγ(·) ≡ exp(−ωγ(·)) we get an expression arranged for a straight application of the
Jensen inequality (3.6)

Ωγ(a, φ, t) = Ω(a, φ, t) exp
(∫

log(γ(y, Φ(y, a, φ), t + 1)) f (y|a, φ, t) dy
)

Carrying it out and reminding the definition of γ(·), see (3.4), we write (still holding
convention Φ ≡ Φ(y, a, φ))

Ωγ(a, φ, t) ≤ Ω(a, φ, t)
∫

Ωγ(ã, Φ, t + 1) bI f (ã|Φ, t + 1, y) f (y|a, φ, t) dã dy

Considering again only the equality part, we get a linear integral equation for the
upper bound Ωγ of Ωγ

Ωγ(a, φ, t) = Ω(a, φ, t)
∫

Ωγ(ã, Φ, t + 1) bI f (ã|Φ, t + 1, y) f (y|a, φ, t) dã dy (3.9)

with the boundary condition implied by (3.5)

Ωγ(a, φ, t̊) ≡ Ω(a, φ, t̊) (3.10)

In fact, the solution Ωγ gives us the lower bound on ωγ

ωγ ≡ −log(Ωγ) ≤ −log(Ωγ) ≡ ωγ

3.2 HDMR Revisited (HDMR2)

At the beginning of this section, we slightly generalize our task defined in the second
chapter, Section 2.5. We also accept all the notation introduced within. By the defini-
tion of decomposition error (2.19), we have forced resulting HDMR decomposition to
consist of all the components below some fixed order. It is not suitable in many real
applications. Typically, we have some a priori information on the degree of influence
of each input variable. Thus, we want to prescribe different component order for dif-
ferent input variable (or group of input variables). It is sufficient to replace n-th order
index set Λn in (2.18) with a general index set Λ ( 2m∗

where the symbol 2m∗
stands

for a set of all subsets of m∗, 2µ ≡ {β|β ⊂ µ}. We put the only condition on Λ, for all
λ ∈ Λ it holds

2λ ⊂ Λ (3.11)

This condition helps us to proof the uniqueness of decomposition later on, but it is just
technical presumption. The resulting decomposition would have the same properties
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with or without it, since the larger components could always have all their prospective
subcomponents included.

The definition (2.19) now changes into

ε2
g ≡

∥∥∥∥∥g(x)− ∑
β∈Λ

g̃β(xβ)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(3.12)

For the optimal collection of functions {g̃β ∈ L2
$(Xβ)}β∈Λ, we are not able to decrease

corresponding approximation error. It gives us the following necessary conditions of
optimality, ∀α ∈ Λ and ∀ϕα ∈ L2

$(Xα) it holds

ε2
g ≤

∥∥∥∥∥g− ∑
β∈Λ

g̃β − ϕα

∥∥∥∥∥
2

= ε2
g − 2

〈
ϕα, g− ∑

β∈Λ
g̃β

〉
+ ‖ϕα‖2

or equivalently 2 〈ϕα, g − ∑β∈Λ g̃β〉 ≤ ‖ϕα‖2. Dividing it by ‖ϕα‖ (for ϕα 6= 0), we
see the left hand side depends only on the direction of vector ϕα while the right hand
side is linear in its norm. It implies the necessary condition of optimality〈

ϕα, g− ∑
β∈Λ

g̃β

〉
= 0 (3.13)

which has to be valid ∀α ∈ Λ, ∀ϕα ∈ L2
$(Xα).

To simplify notation of the optimality conditions (3.13), we introduce the symbol
for weak equality. Taking q ∈ L2

$(X) we write

q =
α

0 whenever 〈ϕα, q〉 = 0 holds for all ϕα ∈ L2
$(Xα) (3.14)

In our case, we get
g =

α

∑
β∈Λ

g̃β (3.15)

which is also valid for all α ∈ Λ.
We showed these conditions are necessary for optimal HDMR2 decomposition. In

fact, all steps can be reversed and therefore they are also sufficient. The existence of
solution is a simple consequence of completeness of involved Hilbert spaces. All there
is left is to cope with the uniqueness only.

Uniqueness of HDMR2 Decomposition

Let us make the following fundamental observation. Take { p̃β}β∈Λ and {q̃β}β∈Λ,
which are both optimal but possibly different decompositions. For each β ∈ Λ, we
define hβ ≡ p̃β − q̃β. By the optimality of p̃β and q̃β, it holds hβ =

α
0 for all α ∈ Λ.

Denoting h ≡ ∑β∈Λ hβ we just proved h =
α

0 and we want to show h = 0. It is correct

to use functions
{

hα ∈ L2
$(Xα)

}
α∈Λ

as test functions

〈hα, h〉 = 0
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Summing relevant equalities over α ∈ Λ, we get〈
∑

α∈Λ
hα, h

〉
= ‖h‖2 = 0 (3.16)

If we return to the original optimal decompositions { p̃β}β∈Λ and {q̃β}β∈Λ, we con-
clude

∑
β∈Λ

p̃β = ∑
β∈Λ

q̃β

Unfortunately, this still does not imply desired uniqueness. Two decompositions
could differ even though sums of all their components are the same. Take g̃σ, g̃τ from
optimal HDMR2 decomposition {g̃β}β∈Λ. We can choose any gσ∩τ ∈ L2

$(Xσ∩τ) and
use g̃σ + gσ∩τ, respective g̃τ − gσ∩τ, instead of g̃σ, respective g̃τ. Resulting decompo-
sition error remains unchanged as the sum of decomposition components is still the
same, i.e., we have another optimal decomposition.

The best way to manage this ambiguity is to search for the optimal solution in a
smaller function spaces. The concept of set inclusion Xβ ( Xα would be contributive.
To define it precisely, we have to be quite formal here. It is necessary to introduce
zero element of our product space X defined in (2.17). We write

0i ≡ min
x∈Xi

x and 0β ≡ ∏
i∈β

0i (3.17)

This definition of 0β ∈ Xβ is correct as all the sets Xi are compact. We identify
0m∗ ∈ X as the missing zero element. To distinguish it from scalar zero 0 ∈ R we
write it always with its subscript. Now, we can write Xβ × 0α\β ⊂ Xα provided β ⊂ α.
With the previous notation, it is easy to define more suitable function spaces. Firstly,
we restrict our domains Xβ

Xβ ≡ Xβ \
⋃

γ(β

(
Xγ × 0β\γ

)
(3.18)

This is the last time we write these zero complements explicitly. All the following
set operations (unification, set difference) operating on sets with different dimensions
must be understood this way, i.e., all the smaller sets involved are appended with a
proper zero complement. By the use of a function support definition

supp(g) ≡ {x ∈ dom(g)| g(x) 6= 0}

we write
g̃β ∈ L2

$(Xβ) ≡ {g ∈ L2
$(Xβ)| supp(g) ⊂ Xβ} (3.19)

It is worth to pass through a short example. Consider the case m = 2, X1 = X2 =
{1, 2, 3} and Λ = {∅, {1}, {2}, {1, 2}}. It makes no sense to decompose a function to
the full order, but we will not take it in account now, since we are interested just in
the domains of decomposition components. We consider our space to be represented
by a 3× 3 matrix, the first variable then identifies with a column index and the other
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with a row index. On the next schemas, there are matrices symbolizing the domains
of decomposition components. The "full" domains Xβ are depicted in the first column
of matrices, the domains Xβ after reduction in the second one

original decomposition domains

X∅ X1

X1

X1

X2 X2 X2 X1,2 X1,2 X1,2

X1,2 X1,2 X1,2

X1,2 X1,2 X1,2

reduced decomposition domains

X∅

X1

X1

X2 X2

X1,2 X1,2

X1,2 X1,2

The classical approach is a little bit different at this place, see [10]. Instead of
the support restrictions, it nullifies the mean value over the original domain of each
component. It adds clear statistical meaning to each HDMR component, but it also
increases the complexity of implementation (using our approach it suffice to fix zero
values at the right places or better not to consider these places at all).

The existence of decomposition minimizing (2.19) in restricted spaces {L2
$(Xβ)}β∈Λ

is given by exactly the same arguments as in the previous case. Moreover, such a
restriction prohibits addition or substraction of any non-zero component of lower
order. It is the key to obtain just one optimal decomposition. We proceed in the ex-
actly same way like above with two different optimal decompositions and h denoting
their component-wise difference. We derive the same result as in (3.16) with the only
alteration: all participating decompositions are taken from more restrictive spaces
{L2

$(Xβ)}β∈Λ.
The last step is to show that h = 0 implies hβ = 0 for all β ∈ Λ. This can be

demonstrated easily by induction from the lower to higher component order. For a
zero order component h∅, it holds 0 = h(0m∗) = h∅. The last equality arises from
the fact that all upper-order components hβ ∈ L2

$(Xβ), β 6= ∅ are nullified here
by definition. At this instant, we are finished with zero order. Next, take some
one dimensional component, for instance hi ∈ L2

$(Xi) (if there is not any then our
proof is finished). Then choose some nonzero value zi ∈ Xi and construct point
z = [01, . . . , 0i−1, zi, 0i+1, . . . , 0m] ∈ X where the only nonzero component is in the i-th
place. Due to the fact that all upper-order components h̃β are nullified here by the def-
inition, we can write 0 = h(z) = h∅ + hi(zi) = hi(zi). The last equality is our induction
base. In this way, we sequentially show that all involved decomposition components
hβ are zero, and therefore the previously taken two optimal decompositions have to
coincide fully. We have just proved there is only one optimal decomposition in the
spaces {L2

$(Xβ)}β∈Λ.
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The last question remains. Is this new optimal decomposition as good as those
previous? It suffices to construct mapping which transforms arbitrary decomposition
{g̃β}β∈Λ in {L2

$(Xβ)}β∈Λ into some decomposition from {L2
$(Xβ}β∈Λ with the same

error of approximation. The algorithm is straightforward

1. let Σ be system of {L2
$(Xβ)}β∈Λ ordered by inclusion (in a natural way)

2. while Σ 6= ∅ do:

a) choose any maximal element L2
$(Xτ) ∈ Σ

b) for each σ ∈ Λ ∧ σ ( τ do

g := g̃τ|Xσ

g̃σ := g̃σ + g

g̃τ := g̃τ − g, what implies g̃τ|Xσ ≡ 0

c) remove L2
$(Xτ) from Σ

There is still little vagueness. Does the order of subset selection in step 2.b) matter?
For example, we have just finished the step for α ∈ Λ, i.e., g̃τ|Xα ≡ 0 holds. Then, we
choose another β ( τ, set g := g̃τ|Xβ

and ask whether the difference (g̃τ − g) would
be still zero if restricted on Xα. It is easy to show

(g̃τ − g)|Xα = −g|Xα = −(g̃τ|Xβ
)|Xα = −g̃τ|Xβ∩α

= 0

The very last equality follows from Xβ∩α ⊂ Xα and our assumption about g̃τ|Xα .
Therefore by the end of step 2.b) we have fulfilled the condition supp(g̃τ) ⊂ Xτ.
After this correction each component g̃β belongs to the right space L2

$(Xβ) and the
approximation error is preserved. Indeed, it could change only during the step 2.b),
but here we add and subtract the same function. The fixed sum of the decomposition
components guarantees the fixed error of approximation, see (3.12).

The construction of previous mapping implies the unique optimal decomposition
in {L2

$(Xβ)}β∈Λ is at least as good as the previous optimal decompositions were. And

through the space inclusions L2
$(Xβ) ⊂ L2

$(Xβ) it clearly can not be better.
We must not forget an important remark. All the function equalities considered

for functions from some L2
$(Xα) are, in fact, the equalities of sets of functions. Taking

some p ∈ L2
$(Xα), ‖p‖ = 0, we get ‖p + q‖ = 0 whenever supp(q) ∩ supp($) = ∅. We

have to introduce classes of equivalent functions

r ∼ s ≡ supp(s− r) ∩ supp($) = ∅

Factorizing L2
$(Xα) with these classes, we get the exact meaning of p = 0. Also, the

uniqueness of decomposition proved above have to be understood this way. For that
reason, each decomposition component g̃λ(xλ) is undetermined for points xλ ∈ Xλ \
supp($λ), where $λ is a weight function marginalization on Xλ. In fact, this ambiguity
does not affect the optimality of such a decomposition, as these undefined values
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never influence our calculations. In other words, for all x ∈ supp($) ⊂ X and all
λ ∈ Λ we have proved the uniqueness of the g̃λ(xλ). If possible, it is reasonable to get
rid of the redundant equations stemming from the fact discussed in this paragraph.

3.3 Linear Integral Equations Approximation

The form of the both equations (3.7) and (3.9) is very similar to a general linear integral
equation of the second kind. The classical technique of successive approximation is
well developed for integral equations of this kind, see [11]. Even though we do not use
it for excessive memory demands of our data. We try a HDMR2 based approximation
instead.

Looking again at equations (3.7) and (3.9), we observe that a, φ and t play there
a similar role. Therefore we contract them into x = [a, φ, t], x∗ ≡ a∗ × φ∗ × t∗. In
the exactly same way we construct z = [ã, y], z∗ ≡ a∗ × y∗. Next, we introduce the
function Ψ(z, x) which is mapping the domain z∗ × x∗ into x∗

Ψ(z, x) ≡ Ψ([ã, y], [a, φ, t]) = [ã, Φ(y, a, φ), t + 1] (3.20)

The conditioned pdf describing variable z reads

f (z|x) ≡ f ([ã, y]|[a, φ, t]) ≡ bI f (ã|y, Φ(y, a, φ), t + 1) f (y|a, φ, t) (3.21)

In this notation, a general equation of our interests would have a form of conditional
expected value evaluation. This parallel is not important in what follows. Consid-
ering some scalar function k(x), we introduce an integral kernel function K(z, x) in
the following form K(z, x) ≡ k(x) f (z|x). A general integral equation covering both
evolution of the upper and lower bounds on ωγ reads

g(x) = h(x) +
∫

z∈z∗
g(Ψ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz (3.22)

The domain of real scalar functions g, h and k is the same, dom(g) = dom(h) =
dom(k) = x∗. The kernel K is also real scalar function with the same domain as Ψ,
dom(K) = z∗ × x∗.

The remaining step is to prescribe the boundary condition

g([a, φ, t̊]) ≡ h([a, φ, t̊]) (3.23)

On the finite control horizon, there is no problem with the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of (3.22). It can be calculated from the boundary condition by backward
evaluation of (3.22). The way the time-dependency of Ψ was incorporated is of a high
importance here, see (3.20).

In this paragraph, we identify the exact relation between equations (3.7), (3.9)
and the general equation (3.22) formulated above. Selecting h(x) ≡ h([a, φ, t]) =
ω(a, φ, t) and k(x) ≡ 1 we get the equation for the upper bound ωγ, see (3.7). On the
other hand, using h(x) ≡ h([a, φ, t]) = δt,t̊ exp(−ω(a, φ, t̊)) and k(x) ≡ k([a, φ, t]) =
exp(−ω(a, φ, t)), we obtain the equation for the lower bound ωγ, see (3.9).
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HDMR2 Based Approach

Firstly, we evaluate the dimension of the solution domain m ≡ dim(x∗). Then, we
choose an appropriate index set Λ ( 2m∗

respecting the condition (3.11). The last
task is to choose a proper weight function $(x). The shape of a statistic domain φ∗ is
quite complicated in some real applications. It could occupy just a small fraction of a
multidimensional space. In these cases, we select $(x) appropriate to define the area
of our interests, i.e., it has a form of characteristic function. More developed weight
function could be even tuned to express the probability of visiting of some point by
a system trajectory. The choice of both Λ and $(x) fully determines the structure of
function approximation.

Afterwards, it is necessary to decompose functions we deal with in (3.22)

h(x) ≈ h̃(x) ≡ ∑
β∈Λ

h̃β(xβ)

g(x) ≈ g̃(x) ≡ ∑
β∈Λ

g̃β(xβ)

Considering the last remaining term in (3.22) as a (linear) functional operator

K[g](x) ≡
∫

z∗
g(Ψ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz

it can be decomposed (for any fixed g)

K[g](x) ≈ K̃[g](x) ≡ ∑
β∈Λ

K̃β[g](xβ)

Now we substitute g̃, h̃ and K̃[g̃] into the original equation

g̃(x) = h̃(x) + K̃[g̃](x) (3.24)

We receive the existence and uniqueness of the solution in exactly the same way as
for the original equation (3.22). Expanded version of the last equation reads

∑
β∈Λ

g̃β(xβ) = ∑
β∈Λ

h̃β(xβ) + ∑
β∈Λ

K̃β[g̃](xβ)

Returning to the problem formulation with the original functions h(x) and K[g̃](x)
instead of their (unknown) HDMR2 approximations, see (3.15), we get the weak equal-
ity. It is valid for arbitrary λ ∈ Λ

∑
β∈Λ

g̃β(xβ) =
λ

h(x) +
∫

z∗
g̃(Ψ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz

Now we expand even the g̃ on the right hand side. Introducing a symbol for a point-
wise entries selection from image of Ψ, Ψβ(z, x) ≡ (Ψ(z, x))β, and by arranging the
previous equations in the form of linear system we get
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∑
β∈Λ

(
g̃β(xβ)−

∫
z∗

g̃β(Ψβ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz
)

=
λ

h(x) (3.25)

This time is the right to expose the deeper meaning of this weak equality. Take
some q ∈ L2

$(X) and consider q =
λ

0 is satisfied. Recalling the denotation of the set
of indices complementary to α, αc ≡ m∗ \ α, the next result arises directly from the
definition (3.14)∫

X
ϕλ(xλ) q(x) $(x) dx =

∫
Xλ

ϕλ(xλ)
{∫

Xλc
q(xλ, xλc) $(xλ, xλc) dxλc

}
dxλ = 0

It is fulfilled for all ϕλ ∈ L2
$(Xλ) if and only if the inner function is zero in Xλ∫

Xλc
q(xλ, xλc) $(xλ, xλc) dxλc = 0 (3.26)

We demonstrated that this is the equivalent to the formulation of q =
λ

0.
Using the last result, we reformulate equation (3.25). For each λ ∈ Λ, it holds∫
x∗

λc
∑

β∈Λ

(
g̃β(xβ)−

∫
z∗

g̃β(Ψβ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz
)

$(x) dxλc =
∫

x∗
λc

h(x) $(x) dxλc (3.27)

We get a system of linear equations indexed by λ ∈ Λ. To solve this system is
equivalent to find approximative solution of the integral equation (3.22) using HDMR2

technique.
A closer look reveals that for each λ ∈ Λ it is actually equality of functions defined

over x∗λ. To get unique solution we suppose supp(g̃λ) ⊂ x∗λ, see (3.19). Therefore, we
have more equations than unknown variables. But at this general level, we can not
get rid of any equation since we do not know the exact prescription for Ψ.

Now, it is necessary to compile the already mentioned prerequisites (3.19) into our
linear system. To pronounce them better, we define a characteristic function

χβ(yβ) ≡ 1 whenever yβ ∈ x∗β, χβ(yβ) ≡ 0 otherwise (3.28)

Then, the condition supp(g̃β) ⊂ x∗β reads g̃β(xβ) = χβ(xβ) g̃β(xβ) and we rewrite
(3.27) into the final result of this section∫

x∗
λc

∑
β∈Λ

(
χβ(xβ) g̃β(xβ)−

∫
z∗

χβ(Ψβ(z, x)) g̃β(Ψβ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz
)

$(x) dxλc

=
∫

x∗
λc

h(x) $(x) dxλc (3.29)

The solution of an integral equation on the bounded control horizon is unique, re-
call the short discussion under (3.23). We have also proved the uniqueness of HDMR2

decomposition under the conditions (3.19). Therefore this linear system determines
the unique solution {g̃λ}λ∈Λ obeying supp(g̃λ) ⊂ x∗λ. But, we must not forget the way
this uniqueness is understood, recall notes in the last paragraph of Section 3.2. This
fact decreases the rank of resulting linear system in a typical situation, but it does not
affect the optimality of found approximation.
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3.4 Computational Aspects

To finish our work, we want to use the equations (3.29) for an approximative solution
of both previous bounds on ωγ, see equations (3.9) and (3.7). It is not much realistic
to use the equations (3.29) directly, as it would need to perform multidimensional
integrations, namely, integration over x∗λc for each λ ∈ Λ. Here we propose different
approach requiring just one pass through the whole space x∗. Then, we examine some
basic properties of this method.

Assembling an Algebraic System

For a case of continuous measure it is necessary to employ some scheme for numeric
integration. Such a scheme has to rely only on point values of incorporated functions.
As both sides of our equation would use the same schema, the number of unknown
point values still fit well to the number of equations. A linear system of algebraic
equations reappears. Therefore we consider only discrete linear system in what fol-
lows as this step is inevitable anyway. In this thesis, we do not deal with the error of
discretization.

The first benefit from such an assumption is the countability of our linear system.
We use a couple [λ, xλ] to point out to a specific equation in what follows, λ ∈ Λ and
xλ ∈ x∗λ. For an indexing of an unknown vector, we could use the same convention
and define G[µ,yµ] ≡ χµ(yµ) g̃µ(yµ) but it is better not to consider the values nullified
by definition at all. For that reason, we introduce a different couple (µ, yµ), which is
defined again for all µ ∈ Λ but only for yµ ∈ x∗µ. Then G(µ,yµ) ≡ g̃µ(yµ). This vector
should be a solution of a linear algebraic system

(A ? G)[λ,xλ] ≡ ∑
µ∈Λ

∑
yµ∈x∗µ

A(µ,yµ)
[λ,xλ] G(µ,yµ) = H[λ,xλ] (3.30)

Now, we construct such a matrix A and vector H, which make the previous system
equivalent to (3.29). They will be constructed point-wise in just one passing through
x∗. To trace the exact role of each separate point, we project the equations (3.29) on
an appropriate orthogonal base of x∗. Choosing the base

{
δp,x
}

p∈x∗ with δ defined
in (2.9), we get the following system which is still valid for all λ ∈ Λ and from now
indexed also by p ∈ x∗

∑
β∈Λ

(
χβ(pβ) g̃β(pβ)−

∫
z∗

χβ(Ψβ(z, p)) g̃β(Ψβ(z, p)) K(z, p) dz
)

$(p) δpλ,xλ
= h(p) $(p) δpλ,xλ

(3.31)
Looking closely at the very last result, we see it matches the form of our linear

system (3.30). Remembering the definition of G we identify

bpH[λ,xλ] ≡ h(p) $(p) δpλ,xλ
(3.32)

bp(A ? G)[λ,xλ] ≡ ∑
β∈Λ

(
χβ(pβ) G(β,pβ) −

∫
z∗

χβ(Ψβ(z, p)) G(β,Ψβ(z,p)) K(z, p) dz
)

$(p) δpλ,xλ
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This choice satisfies both formal (3.30) and factual (3.31) requirements. We note there
is a little inconsistency within. Taking β ∈ Λ and values xβ ∈ Xβ \ Xβ, there stands
term χβ(xβ) G(β,xβ). But the index [β, xβ] lies out of the domain of G and term G(β,xβ)
is undefined. In spite of it we regard this product equals 0 as χβ(xβ) = 0 by definition.

The only vagueness remains, we have to find the "column" decomposition of

A, i.e., the prescription for bpA(µ,yµ)
[λ,xλ] . Define a "column" projector δ

(α,xα)
[β,xβ] ≡ δα,β δxα,xβ

,

then we can write bpA(µ,yµ)
[λ,xλ] ≡

bp
(

A ? δ(µ,yµ)
)

[λ,xλ]
. After a few calculations we get

bpA(µ,yµ)
[λ,xλ] =

(
χµ(pµ) δyµ,pµ −

∫
z∗

χµ(Ψµ(z, p)) δyµ,Ψµ(z,p) K(z, p) dz
)

$(p) δpλ,xλ
(3.33)

The matrix A and vector H are to be obtained by summation over p ∈ x∗.
At the time, we have to approximate integration over z∗ by some schema of nu-

meric integration. Again, we consider such a schema is linear in its points of dis-
cretization. Thus, we can incorporate their weights into our kernel function K(z, p)
and simply exchange the integration with summation over a discrete set.

It is also convenient to express the condition (χµ(pµ) == 1) in a more implementation-
friendly form. Remembering the definition of χµ, see (3.28), and involved definition
of restricted spaces, see (3.19), we get the first equivalency in

(χµ(pµ) == 0) ≡ ∃
λ(µ

(pµ ∈ Xλ × 0µ\λ) ≡ ∃
i∈µ

(pi == 0i)

The latter one is clear remembering the way the zero element 0m∗ was defined, see
(3.17). Negating the last result and defining the set of non-zero entries of the point
p ∈ X

ς(p) ≡ {i ∈ m∗| pi > 0i}
we obtain

(χµ(pµ) == 1) ≡ (µ ⊂ ς(p))

The last missing part is incorporation of the boundary condition (3.23). It suf-
fices to neglect the term with summation over z∗ for the points at the end of control
horizon t̊. By the domain definition, x∗ ≡ a∗ × φ∗ × t∗, it is clear how to construct
appropriate subindex. The time value of any point p equals pm. With this observation
and the knowledge of equations (3.32) and (3.33) we propose an algorithm for con-
struction of the matrix A and vector H forming our central linear system (3.30). Here
is its brief transcription, both H and A are filled with zeros at the beginning
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for each (p ∈ x∗, $(p) > 0) do

for each (λ ∈ Λ) do

H[λ,pλ] = H[λ,pλ] + h(p) $(p);

for each (µ ∈ Λ) do

if (µ ⊂ ς(p)) then A(µ,pµ)
[λ,pλ] = A(µ,pµ)

[λ,pλ] + $(p);

if (pm < t̊) then

for each (z ∈ z∗) do

ψ ≡ Ψ(z, p);

if (µ ⊂ ς(ψ)) then A(µ,ψµ)
[λ,pλ] = A(µ,ψµ)

[λ,pλ] − K(z, p) $(p);

end;

end;

end;

end;

Using again the symbol x̊ for cardinality of a countable set x∗, we can derive that
H ∈ Ru where u ≡ ∑λ∈Λ ∏i∈λ x̊i and G ∈ Rv where v ≡ ∑λ∈Λ ∏i∈λ(x̊i − 1). Then,
obviously, A ∈ Ru×v. Denoting RΛ the decomposition order, RΛ ≡ maxλ∈Λ λ̊, we get
a rough estimate on u

u ≤ Λ̊ (max
i∈m∗

x̊i)RΛ (3.34)

Nevertheless, this estimate is fine enough to proof the crucial statement, the number
of equations grows polynomially with the size of (the largest) computational space
dimension. For the memory demands of the matrix A, we get an estimate

Å ≤ Λ̊2 (max
i∈m∗

x̊i)2RΛ (3.35)

Using an average solver for this system, i.e., solver with time demands O(u) ≈ u3,
we get the following time estimate of the computational time of the whole algorithm

O(Λ, x∗) ≈ Λ̊3 (max
i∈m∗

x̊i)3RΛ (3.36)

The construction of the matrix A is easy in principle, but we still have to pass
through the whole space x∗. The time demands of the presented algorithm reads

O(Λ, x∗, z∗) ≈ x̊ Λ̊2 z̊ (3.37)



Chapter 4

Unknown Coin Tossing

This chapter is to show one example of approximation method proposed in the previ-
ous chapter. At the very beginning, we recapitulate the final version of the unknown
coin tossing problem as introduced within the second chapter with a minor change in
the coin game statistic. It is to be found in the Section 4.1. In the next section, Section
4.2, we collect all the missing pieces, which are essential to perform fully probabilistic
design approximation according to the third chapter. In the last Section 4.3, we de-
pict the results of approximated strategies for different order of approximation, and
compare them with the results of the optimal strategy. We also write a notes on an
unexpected problems realized during the implementation.

4.1 Recapitulation of the Toy Problem

Within this section, we mainly summarize results derived throughout the second
chapter. Their full motivation is to be found there.

We play hazard game with an unknown coin and try to maximize our gain. This
game has a finite control horizon of t̊ steps, yt represents observed value for each time
step and at our action, y∗t = a∗t = {0, 1}. The pay-off probability of both sides is fixed.
Such a coin is fully described by four unknown parameters Θ ≡ (Θ0|0, Θ0|1, Θ1|0, Θ1|1)
but only two of them are independent. Parametric system model (2.1) reads

f (y|a, Θ) = Θy|a

Throughout the third chapter we realized, it is better to use statistic with time vari-
able t incorporated explicitly. Statistic defined in (2.10) does not have this property.
But we can use the old definition to repair this deficiency. We define the new statistic
as follows

[n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t] ≡ [nt
0|0, nt

0|1, nt
1|0, nt

0|0 + nt
0|1 + nt

1|0 + nt
1|1]

On that account, we get a different equations for the outer coin model, compare
(2.14). We have to substitute the term nt

1|1, which is no more included in the statistic.
We get its equivalent easily

n1|1 ≡ t− 1− n0|0 − n0|1 − n1|0 (4.1)

29
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The expression ’−1’ comes from the fact that t is counted from 1. Then, the relation
to the previous outer model (2.14) reads

f (y|a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) ≡ f (yt|at, nt
0|0, nt

0|1, nt
1|0, t− 1− nt

0|0 − nt
0|1 − nt

1|0)

We must not forget to redefine the domain of sufficient statistic. From now, we
consider statistic and time separately, i.e., it rests to find the domain of [n0|0, n0|1, n1|0].
Analogously to the derivation of (2.15), we conclude

n∗ =
{
(n0|0, n0|1, n1|0) ∈ {0, . . . , t̊}3| n0|0 + n0|1 + n1|0 ≤ t̊

}
(4.2)

We will write some finer notes about this domain in the next subsection.
Now, we have to establish our aims in terms of ideal pdfs in the same way like

in Section 2.6. The ideal system model yields our aim of achieving just one, winning
side of the coin. This pdf is parameterized by ε ∈ (0, 1)

bI f (y) = ε δy,1 + (1− ε) δy,0

The introduced parameter ε is small but nonzero as we define the ’0’ side of the coin
as the winning one. Ideal strategy expresses our aversion of coin turning between
subsequent game stages

bI f (ã|y) =
1− τ

2
+ τ δã,y

The parameter τ ∈ (−1, 1) corresponds to our coin-turning aversion, τ > 0 penalizes
coin turning whereas τ < 0 expresses our fondness for it.

4.2 Preparatory Steps to Approximative Solution

In the third chapter, it was advantageous to find function Φ describing the evolution
of statistic under the newly arrived data. Its construction is easy in the case of the toy
problem. Following the definition (3.1), we conclude

[ñ0|0, ñ0|1, ñ1|0] = Φ(y, a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0) ≡ [n0|0 + δ0,y δ0,a, n0|1 + δ0,y δ1,a, n1|0 + δ1,y δ0,a]

Now, we identify the concrete meaning of the symbols used within Section 3.3. We
recall the form of general integral equation (3.22), which we want to obtain here

g(x) = h(x) +
∫

z∈z∗
g(Ψ(z, x)) K(z, x) dz

In the context of our game, it holds

x∗ ≡ a∗ × φ∗ × t∗ ≡ {0, 1} × n∗ × {1, . . . , t̊}

But the shape of this domain is quite complicated. More precisely, the complications
arise when its inner part n∗ is considered, see (4.2). Therefore, it is better to expand
our domain

x∗ ≡ {0, 1} × {0, . . . , t̊}3 × {1, . . . , t̊}
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and prescript a weight function to satisfy the involved constraint. To do our best, we
should remember the equation (4.1). Obviously, the statement n1|1 ≥ 0 has to hold. In
other words, t ≥ n0|0 + n0|1 + n1|0 + 1. This is just an analogy of the constraint used
originally in the second chapter, see (2.15). With this constraint, which is stronger than
the original n ∈ n∗, we get the form of the accurate weight function, dom($) = x∗

$(x) ≡ $(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) ≡ 1 if t > n0|0 + n0|1 + n1|0
$(x) ≡ 0 otherwise

In fact, it is a mere characteristic function of the appropriate domain. This is quite a
simple choice. If necessary, we can change it to stress the more important areas in the
solution domain.

Next, we define z∗ ≡ a∗ × y∗ ≡ {0, 1}2. and introduce the function Ψ(z, x), which
is mapping of the domain z∗ × x∗ into x∗, see (3.20). It stands

Ψ(z, x) ≡ Ψ([ã, y], [a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t]) = [ã, n0|0 + δ0,y δ0,a, n0|1 + δ0,y δ1,a, n1|0 + δ1,y δ0,a, t + 1]

Then, we can construct the kernel pdf f (z|x) according (3.21)

f (ã, y|a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) ≡ bI f (ã|y, Φ(y, a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0), t + 1) f (y|a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t)

To complete the list of necessary formulae, we have to define functions h(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t)
and k(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t). The latter one finalizes the construction of the kernel func-
tion according the schema K(z, x) ≡ k(x) f (z|x).

According to the last paragraph from Section 3.3 (page 23), both these functions
depend on ω(x) defined analogously to (3.2)

ω(x) ≡ ω(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) ≡ ∑
y∈y∗

f (y|a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) log

(
f (y|a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t)

bI f (y)

)

To distinguish two parts of our problem - the search for the upper bound ωγ and the
search for the lower bound ωγ in this exposition, we denote the following functions
according their proper context

h(x) ≡ h(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) = ω(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t)

k(x) ≡ k(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) ≡ 1

h(x) ≡ h(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) = δt,t̊ exp(−ω(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t̊))
k(x) ≡ k(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t) = exp(−ω(a, n0|0, n0|1, n1|0, t))

All these equations were derived again according to the last paragraph of Section 3.1
on page 23.
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4.3 Comparison with the Exact Solution

We show here results of experiments with different orders of decomposition. We used
orders as follows (the axes of n∗ are denoted by numbers, other domains according to
the variables contained)

Λ̃1 ≡ {{a}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {t}}
Λ̃2 ≡ {{a, 1}, {a, 2}, {a, 3}, {a, t}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, t}, {2, 3}, {2, t}, {3, t}}

Λ̃2+ ≡ {{a, 1, 2}, {a, 1, 3}, {a, 1, t}, {a, 2, 3}, {a, 2, t}, {a, 3, t}}

To satisfy the formal requirement (3.11), we transform all these sets in this way

Λi ≡
⋃

λ∈Λ̃i

2λ

The decomposition generated by the last set of components indices, i.e., the set Λ2+ ,
is bigger than a second order but smaller than the full, third order decomposition.

The experiments were realized with the following values of parameters

t̊ ≡ 30
τ ≡ 0.5
ε ≡ 0.1
p ≡ (p0|0, p0|1, p1|0, p1|1) ≡ (1, 1, 1, 1)

The last missing part are properties of the coin, the coin tossing was simulated with
a use of pseudo-random generator and parameters θ0|0 = 0.40 and θ0|1 = 0.85. We
made 5000 experiments with each approximated solution (for each Λ, we have two
solutions, we approximate both upper and lower bounds). We also prepared the exact
solution, and we computed exact solution of its both bounds. To briefly compare the
strategies involved, we depict a probability of the coin side ’1’ in each time step t ∈ t∗.
In the figure (4.1), there is a result of the optimal strategy derived from the exact
solution ωγ compared with results of strategies based on the upper bound ωγ and
lower bound ωγ. All these strategies are computed according the equation (2.23). The
figures (4.2) - (4.4) draw the results of the optimal strategy together with the results
of strategies based on the HDMR2 approximations. They differ in the order of the
approximation used.

Looking at the first figure, Figure (4.1), we observe a brilliant correspondence of
the optimal strategy and the strategy based on the upper bound estimate. The strategy
based upon the lower bound estimate is far behind. The next three figures (4.2) - (4.4)
confirm our expectation, the more components we use, the better approximation we
get. First order decomposition did not catch the spirit of the approximated equation
at all, it let to a perfectly randomized strategy similar to a "50:5o" rule. The strategy
based on the second order decomposition, see Figure (4.3), is much better in the case
generated by the upper bound estimate. But the same order is lagging considering
the results based on the lower bound approximation of the exact equation. Next, we
step beyond the second order and use index set Λ2+ . This step is not so expensive in
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the context of our toy problem, as we decompose to the highest order only in the first
variable a ∈ {0, 1}. Its results are depicted in Figure (4.4). The lower bound estimate
give us a better results now, but it is still much worse than the strategy based on the
upper bound.

This is probably caused by the following unexpected problem. The HDMR2 ap-
proximation of the equation (3.9) has negative values in some parts of its domain.
Then, the resulting optimal strategy is not a valid pdf. We tried to fix this problem by
an ad-hoc redefinition and nullification of these values. But the resulting strategy was
corrupted and its results were poor. We decided to omit the lower bound and its re-
spective approximations in what follows. For a sake of simplicity, we speak about the
strategy computed from the Λ2+-based HDMR2 approximation of the upper bound
variant of the optimal equation as about the "approximated strategy" thereinafter.

In the last figure of this chapter, Figure (4.5), we draw histograms comparing
conditioned probabilities f (yt, at|yt−1) in four different points, f (0, 0|0), f (0, 0|1),
f (0, 1|0) and f (0, 1|1). In the each histogram, the first three columns are estimated
from the relative frequencies observed in the previous experiments. The first is related
to the results of the approximated strategy; the second is generated from the results
of experiment with the exact solution of the upper bound estimate, and third column
depicts the results of the optimal strategy. The last column is used as an etalon. It
shows the value of bI f (yt, at|yt−1), i.e., the part of our ideal pdf defined in (2.22) (the
ideal pdf is constructed by a repetitive use of the chain rule on this part).

At the very end of this chapter, we compare the main computational character-
istics of the optimal strategy with the respective characteristics of the approximated
strategy.

The first is the computational time. In fact, the computation of the approximated
strategy has taken a longer time in the previous examples. This does not not apply
generally. The state space of our toy problem grows polynomially with the size of
the control horizon, x̊ ≡ 2 × (t̊)3 × t̊ = 2 (t̊)4. Since the computation of the optimal
strategy is based on the sequential integrations over the whole domain, see (2.25),
we get the same, polynomial growth of the computational time, O(t̊) ≈ (t̊)4. The
power factor corresponds to the dimension of the growing part of the problem domain
(hereinafter "effectively growing domain"). On the other hand, the computational
time growth of the proposed approximation (3.36) in the case of Λ2+ reads O(t̊) ≈
(t̊)3RΛ2+ = (t̊)6. Here, we refined the definition of the decomposition order. We can
write RΛ2+ = 2 if we consider only the decomposition components with the domain
fully contained in the effectively growing domain of the problem. Comparing the last
two results, we get an important observation. The use of the second order HDMR2

approximation is meaningful only in the cases where the dimension of the effectively
growing domain is at least equal to 6. More generally, this dimension have to be at
least equal to the triple of the HDMR2 order involved.

It is also possible to use a better routine to solve our system. Since the central
matrix has rather special structure, its detailed analysis could accelerate the whole
solution.

At this time, we have to mention even the demands of "construction time". It is the
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time it took to construct the matrix completing the linear system (3.33). In the context
of our toy problem, we do not have to pay much attention to it. The time consumed
by this part of the algorithm is decreasing relatively with increasing t̊. But it is not a
consequence of its unimportance. It is just a mere result of the low-dimensionality of
our toy problem, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Reconsidering the estimate
of the construction time, (3.37), we notice an inconvenient truth. Even the one pass
through the whole solution domain was a too ambitious goal. Following it, we crossed
the line between computationally feasible and infeasible algorithms. Such a crossing
was painless in the context of our toy problem, but for high-dimensional problems
it would really hurt. This seems to be a bottle-neck of the approximative method
proposed, we return to it in the last chapter.

With respect to memory demands of the algorithm proposed, the approximation
profit is more evident even in the context of our toy problem. The optimal strategy
depends on the values distributed all over the problem domain, i.e., its memory de-
mands read O(t̊) ≈ (t̊)4. On the other hand, to store the approximated strategy we
need just the number of values corresponding to rough estimate (3.34), which reads
O(t̊) ≈ (t̊)RΛ2+ = (t̊)2.

In fact, the temporary need to store the whole matrix of the linear system can be
more critical. Even though our experience indicates that this matrix can be stored as a
sparse matrix, we consider here its full representation. According to (3.35), it includes
O(t̊) ≈ (t̊)2RΛ2+ = (t̊)4 values. Again, the higher the effective domain dimension
is, the higher data savings we obtain. Our toy-problem lies on the border line, its
exact solution has roughly the same count of variables as the central matrix of the
approximative method.
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Figure 4.1: The optimal strategy derived from the exact solution ωγ compared with the strategies
derived from its upper, resp. lower, bound ωγ, resp. ωγ
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Figure 4.2: Strategies derived from the Λ1-based HDMR2 approximations compared with the optimal
strategy
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Figure 4.3: Strategies derived from the Λ2-based HDMR2 approximations compared with the optimal
strategy
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Figure 4.4: Strategies derived from the Λ2+ -based HDMR2 approximations compared with the optimal
strategy
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Conclusion

The aim of this work was to cope with principal problems within the decision making
theory.

We have found both upper and lower bounds of the fully probabilistic design
central quantity ωγ. They match the form of linear integral equation. Their agreement
with the results of the optimal strategy was brilliant in the context of our toy problem.
Mainly in the case of the upper bound estimate. Nonetheless, experiments with more
complicated systems are necessary to confirm credibly this observation.

We have adapted the HDMR technique to our needs, i.e., to the work with a gen-
eral, non-separable weight function. We proposed its more restrictive definition to
assure the uniqueness of decomposition. This technique is called "HDMR Revisited"
(HDMR2). We have shown that this generalization is meaningful even in the case of
our toy-problem. Both proper weight function selection and the possibility to step be-
yond the second order increased the precision of the resulting approximation. Next,
the restriction of component domains decreases the size of the resulting linear system.

Further, we developed a general approximative technique for solution of linear
integral equations. It is based on HDMR2 technique, and therefore it is capable to
cope with large problem domains. All there is left is to find a faster construction of its
central matrix. The point-wise decomposition developed in Section 3.4 can not solve
this principal problem itself. It still needs to pass through the whole solution domain.
It allows a trivial parallelization, but the need for a smarter idea is evident.

One possibility is to prepare a stochastic variant of the matrix construction. The
involved probability distribution must not aspire to cover the whole state space. It
should rather cover the domains of decomposition components to the level of a mini-
mal required density. Selecting such a points, the matrix approximation can be good
enough, and its time demands grows just polynomially. The next development of this
idea lies beyond the scope of our thesis.

We shown that HDMR function approximation is useful even in decision making
theory. We reduced memory demands considerably, but it is necessary to reduce the
time demands of proposed algorithm.

At the very end of this thesis, we list open problems we came across during the
work. They should indicate the promising directions for the future research.

38
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Open Problems

Use this technique with for a more complex problems. Mainly, it should be shown
that the data reduction is achievable even in the case of continuous problems.

Develop HDMR2 for a decomposition of constrained function. The lower estimate
based strategy was corrupted in the case of our toy-problem. It was caused
by the negativeness of some point values of the approximated function. It is
possible to develop a specific HDMR2 based technique for the approximation
of positive functions. Then, the experiments with lower bound estimate could
propose a better results.

To find a non-trivial error estimate for a proposed approximative technique. The
HDMR2 approximation is, in fact, projection in Hilbert space. Therefore, the
trivial norm estimate holds. It would be suitable to find a better estimate. One
way is to carry out some fast, possibly lower order sub-optimal HDMR decom-
position in a few cuts through the solution domain. Their errors of decompo-
sition would give us a upper bound on our optimal decomposition error. With
such an estimate, we can extend this approximation technique. It can run iter-
atively with a brightly defined stopping rule. In each cycle, the analysis of the
importance of each component is examined, and a few most promising higher
order components are added for the next run.

This work was supported by grants AVČR1ET100750401 and MŠMT2C06001.



Notation

General Conventions

Throughout this work, we follow these general conventions:

x∗ denotes the range of x, x ∈ x∗.

x̊ denotes the finite cardinality of the countable set x∗.

f is the letter reserved for probability density functions (pdfs), its meaning is given
through the name of its arguments. The same letter is used for conditioned
probability densities, arguments in condition are separated by ’|’ in an argu-
ment list. For shorter notation, we speak about pdf even in case of Dirac’s "delta
function" δ, i.e., probability located fully on the point (specified by parameters
of δ). This could be formalized easily by the use of measure theory.

dom(g) is the domain of a function g.

≡ means the equality by definition.

supp(g) is a support of a function g, supp(g) ≡ {x ∈ dom(g)| g(x) 6= 0}.

xt is a quantity x at the discrete time instant labelled by t ∈ t∗ ≡ {1, . . . , t̊}.

x(t) ≡ {xt, . . . , x1} is the sequence of values from the initial time moment till time
instance t.

Notation related to dynamic decision making

This notation is closely related to Figure (2.1).

t̊ is called control horizon, t̊ ≤ ∞

at ∈ a∗t action, decision (input)

yt ∈ y∗t observed state (output)

d(t− 1) ≡ {yt−1, at−1, ..., y1, a1} is a part of a system trajectory known when choosing
action at

40
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Θ stands for an internal (unknown) quantities modeled as random variable, i.e., rep-
resented by conditioned probability density functions { f (Θ|d(t− 1))}t∈t∗

f (Θ) collects the prior information about the internal quantity Θ

{ f (yt|at, d(t− 1))}t∈t∗ is an outer system model

{ f (yt|at, d(t− 1), Θ}t∈t∗ is a parametric system model

E [ x|y ] stands for estimated value of x conditioned by y

E [ x|y ] ≡
∫

x∗
x f (x|y) dx

Γ(x) ≡
∫ ∞

0 zx−1exp(−z) dz is the Gamma function satisfying Γ(x) < ∞ for x > 0

δj,k is the Kronecker’s symbol

δj,k ≡ 1 if j = k
δj,k ≡ 0 otherwise

D( f ||g) is so called Kullback-Leibler divergence defined by the formula

D( f ||g) ≡
∫

f (x) log
(

f (x)
g(x)

)
dx

Notation related to HDMR

For fixed space dimension m ∈ N+ and for all i ∈ m∗ let Xi be compact subset of R.
For arbitrary index sets β ⊂ m∗ and α ⊂ β define:

2m∗
is a set of all subsets, 2m∗ ≡ {γ|γ ⊂ m∗}

(m∗

k ) stands for the all subsets of m∗ containing k elements, (m∗

k ) ≡ {γ ⊂ m∗, |γ| = k}

Λn is a set of all subsets of m∗ containing maximum n elements

Λn ≡
(

m∗

0

)
∪
(

m∗

1

)
∪ . . . ∪

(
m∗

n

)
=

n⋃
j=0

(
m∗

j

)

αc is set of indices complementary to α, αc ≡ m∗ \ α

Xα is cartesian product of selected spaces, Xα ≡ ∏i∈α Xi and we denote X ≡ Xm∗

xβ is defined for some β ⊂ α ⊂ m∗ as a selection of the entries of xα, i.e., xβ ≡ {xi}i∈β.
Again, we use a convention of omitting full subindex m∗, x ≡ xm∗ . Basic set
operations on index set are allowed, see ensuing example:

gβ(xβ) =
∫

Xi

hβ∪{i}(xβ∪{i}) dxi
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0i ≡ minx∈Xi x and 0β ≡ ∏i∈β 0i. This definition of 0β ∈ Xβ is correct as all the
sets Xi are compact, 0m∗ ∈ X

ς(p) is the set of non-zero entries of the point p ∈ X

ς(p) ≡ {i ∈ m∗| pi > 0i}

Xβ ≡ Xβ \
⋃

γ(β

(
Xγ × 0β\γ

)
is a restriction of set Xβ, Xβ ⊂ Xβ. In a different view,

we can write
Xβ ≡ {xβ ∈ Xβ|ς(xβ) = β}

Considering some non-negative weight function $(x), dom($) = X, we continue:

L2
$(X) is a functional Hilbert space endowed with scalar product

〈g, h〉 ≡
∫

X
g(x) h(x) $(x) dx

and norm ‖g‖2 ≡ 〈g, g〉 inducted by this product

L2
$(Xβ) ≡ {g ∈ L2

$(Xβ)| supp(g) ⊂ Xβ} is a more restrictive functional Hilbert space

$α represents weight function marginalization, dom($α) = Xα

$α(xα) ≡
∫

Xαc
$(xα, xαc) dxαc

L2
$(Xα) ≡ L2

$α
(Xα) defined analogously to L2

$(X), we strictly denote its elements by
the index of function space gα ∈ L2

$(Xα)

gβ|Xα is a restriction of function domain, gβ ∈ L2
$(Xβ), dom(g|Xα) = Xα

g =
α

0 denotes weak equality, g ∈ L2
$(X) and for all ϕα ∈ L2

$(Xα) it holds 〈ϕα, g〉 = 0.
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